The recession in Ireland was long and deep, but has been followed by a marked recovery. Why is the expansion in Ireland so strong?
Bluntly speaking, it's either move up in the innovation system or move out. There is nothing automatic about linkages between the foreign and local firmsmultinationals source worldwide along complex value chains. If locally owned firms succeed in these clusters, it is because they have developed smart products and services to sell and give their multinational clients an advantage over competitors. These spin-offs remain too limited, and spreading such successes requires tuning up the innovation system to better serve the needs of small dynamic firms, which are the harbingers of new, value-enhancing business in most cutting-edge economies.
Research organisations that focus on shorter-term product-and process-related research are required-Enterprise Ireland's new Technology Centres have promising potential in this regard. Ireland has expanded its tax credit for research and development (R&D), and it has many features of international best practice. This is a clever step, since R&D tax credits don't lead to the old trap of picking winners. However, tax credits assume a certain cash flow, which small start-ups might not have. Instead, direct R&D funding would suit smaller firms more, and some rebalancing of policy in this way would help them innovate. Building small firm capacity to absorb new ideas is also important; expanding industrial doctorate and master's programmes that link enterprise to research institutions would generate a new cohort of entrepreneurs. Finally, generating spillovers from FDI requires patience, a lot of it-local firms only started to join the medical devices cluster a decade after the first core foreign investors arrived in Ireland.
Even if Ireland gets all this right, it still faces the challenge of getting more people on board for the ride. Despite Ireland's return to strong growth, a large group of people remains stranded on the beach, unable to reap the benefits. Long-term unemployment is all too high and the employment ratio is low at around 62%, compared with over 70% in Scandinavia and the UK. In Ireland there are high rewards for being educated-teachers' salaries are among the highest in the OECD area, for instance-but stiff penalties for the less skilled. This gap, partly a consequence of Ireland's globalised economy, contributes to the highest rate of inequality at market income in the OECD. The fact that there is not more discontent and a more destabilising social divide owes something to Ireland's generous tax and welfare system, which brings inequality down to around the OECD average. However, the social consensus that has long underpinned policy making is not beyond risk. For a start, welfare is expensive, requiring high taxation rates, even on relatively modest incomes. Strikingly, workers start paying almost the highest marginal income tax rate on around the average wage, compared to just over five times the average wage for the OECD as a whole.
Clearly, their tax would be better served developing the potential talent and perspectives of everyone, including those out of work, rather than funding welfare to such an extent that it keeps far too many people inactive in what risks becoming a two-speed Ireland. The solution is to get a wider cross-section of people back into activity. The government has started to advance this approach by adopting more active labour market policies. Improving training for the unemployed and reducing high marginal effective tax rates at low incomes (some families face a marginal effective tax rate of 60-70% on incomes between €16 000 and €32 000 per annum!) that penalise going out to work should now be priorities.
It is said that a crisis is an opportunity, and Ireland can emerge stronger and more innovative than before . If Ireland can create a world-class innovation system to bridge its foreign and domestic firms, while opening up the jobs ladder for everyone, it'll handle the twists and rolls of the next the globalisation wave with aplomb.
